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Hot phonon-assisted electron resonant tunnelling through a donor
level in a quantumwell
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Abstract

We develop a theoretical model of resonant tunnelling assisted by non-equilibrium acoustic phonons through a donor state
in a quantum well and compare the numerical results of the phonon-induced current with recent experiments. Qualitative
agreement has been obtained, although the calculated amplitudes are 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than the experimental
values. A possible model to explain this is proposed. ? 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, we have made the �rst observation of res-
onant tunnelling through donor levels con�ned in a
quantum well assisted by a beam of non-equilibrium
acoustic phonons [1–3]. In this work, we present a the-
oretical investigation of this nonlinear system by the
method of non-equilibrium Green functions (NGF)
[4], which consistently describes the non-equilibrium
spectrum and population of the impurity levels.
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2. Experimental

The experimental system consists of a GaAs=(AlGa)
As double barrier heterostructure in which the centre
of the well is �-doped with Si donors to a density
4× 109 cm−2. Non-equilibrium phonons are gener-
ated by applying electrical pulses to a constantan
heater evaporated opposite the device. The resulting
transient change in the tunnel current is measured as
a function of applied bias across the device. We also
measure the change in current when the equilibrium
temperature is increased from Teq1 to Teq2 [1–3].
Fig. 1 shows the change in current �I for both po-

larities of the bias when the equilibrium temperature
is increased from Teq1 = 1:6K to Teq2 = 4:2K (solid
curves) and by a pulse of non-equilibrium phonons at
Th∼ 10K when the sample is at Teq = 4:2K (dashed
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Fig. 1. Experimental results for (a) forward bias and (b) reverse
bias. The solid curves show the change in tunnel current �I when
the equilibrium temperature is increased. The dashed curves show
the change produced by a pulse of non-equilibrium phonons.

curves). The insets show the corresponding I–V
characteristics at Teq = 4:2K. The main peak in I–V
corresponds to resonant tunnelling through the lowest
bound state in the well. The peak observed near the on-
set of the main resonance (indicated by the arrow) re-
sults from tunnelling through the donor ground states
[5]. In this range, the ratio of the potential drop across
the �rst barrier to the total bias is estimated to be 0.3.
The current changes �I show two peaks, 1 and 2,

separated by a minimum whose position coincides
with that of the donor peak in I–V . The amplitudes
�I of peak 1 compared with the current I at the res-
onant donor peak for forward (reverse) bias are 2.7%
(2.5%) and 0.44% (0.18%) for equilibrium and non-
equilibrium measurements, respectively. In Refs. [1–
], peak 1 (2) was attributed to phonon-assisted tunnel-
ing through the ground state of the donor as a result of
phonon absorption – anti-Stokes (emission – Stokes).
Theoretical calculations [8] show that both emis-
sion and absorption processes contribute here to both
peaks 1 and 2. In peak 2 assisted tunneling through
the bound state of the well should be also reected,
which can be clearly resolved in magnetic �elds.

3. Theoretical model

Wemodel this experimental system by a donor level
con�ned in the well coupled via the tunnelling barri-

ers to the emitter and collector reservoirs, which for
simplicity we assume to be both 2D electron gases.
We also assume the donor level is coupled to bulk LA
phonons via the deformation potential [6]. This model
system is described by the Hamiltonian

H =
∑

k;�=L;R
Ek; �c+k; �ck; � + E0d

+d

+
∑

k;�=L;R
k;�(c+k; �d+ d

+ck; �) +
∑

q
˜!qb+q bq

+
∑

q
F(q)M (q)d+d(bq + b+−q) ; (1)

where c+k; �=L;R (ck; �=L;R) and Ek; �=L;R are the creation
(annihilation) operators and energies for conduction
electrons in the left (L) and right (R) reservoirs.
d+ (d) and E0 are, respectively, the creation (anni-
hilation) operators and energy for the donor level,
k; �=L;R are the coupling parameters between the level
and the reservoirs, b+q (bq) are the phonon creation
(annihilation) operators for momentum q; ˜!q is the
phonon energy and M (q) is the matrix element for
electron interaction with LA phonons. We take the
deformation potential constant D=11 eV [6]. F(q)
is the square of the donor wave function in momen-
tum representation. In real space this is taken to be
a Gaussian function of half-width �=10 nm, multi-
plied by the wave function for the lowest subband
of a quantum well of width w=5nm [7]. The reser-
voirs are assumed to have constant densities of states
(2D) and the Fermi energy in the emitter reservoir is
taken to be 1meV. The DC bias is approximated by
taking di�erent chemical potentials in the reservoirs
�L;R, assuming these shift under bias by the same
amount but in opposite directions with respect to the
equilibrium chemical potential �0 and the �xed posi-
tion of the donor level E0. We neglect electrostatic
e�ects associated with charge build-up in the well.
For the equilibrium case we use a Bose–Einstein
distribution nBE(˜!; Teq) and for the non-equilibrium
case, the distribution is described by combining
Bose–Einstein functions for cold and hot phonons:
fP(!)= (1− cp)nBE(˜!; Teq) + cpnBE(˜!; Th). We
take cp = 0:015 to obtain the ratio between the equi-
librium and non-equilibrium signals observed in the
experiments.
The system is described by non-equilibrium correla-

tion functions, which ful�l a set of integral Kadano�–
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Fig. 2. Calculated phonon-assisted current for two sets of coupling
parameters. The solid curves show the change in tunnel current
when the equilibrium phonon temperature is increased. The dashed
curves represent the change produced by a pulse of non-equilibrium
phonons. In both cases the electron temperature is held constant.

Baym equations in a frequency representation [8]. We
solve these equations in the presence of tunnelling
and including electron–phonon interaction, described
by the Migdal approximation for the self-energy [6].
From the resulting correlation functions we calculate
the total resonant tunnelling current [9].
In Fig. 2, we simulate the experimental results by

theoretical calculations for two sets of e�ective cou-
pling parameters [8] L = 7meV, R =5meV (a) and
L = 6meV, R =5meV (b), which model the exper-
imental widths of the resonance and the slight asym-
metry of �I in Fig. 1 for the two polarities of the
DC bias. These parameters are consistent with the
larger charge build up at the main peak in I–V in
case (a) compared with case (b) as is evident from
the insets of Fig. 1. In principle there are two possi-
ble contributions to the signal: one from the change
of phonon-assisted tunnelling and the other from an
increase in electron temperature (we refer to this as
the heating e�ect). The solid curves show the change
in current when the equilibrium phonon temperature
is increased from Teq1 = 1:6K to Teq2 = 4:2K, as in
the experiment, but the electron temperature is main-
tained at Teq1 to prevent electron heating. The dashed
curves show the change in current produced by the
change in phonon distribution from the Bose–Einstein
form nBE(˜!; Teq2) to the distributionfP(!) from non-

equilibrium phonons at Th = 10K while keeping the
electron temperature at Teq2. Inhomogeneous broaden-
ing of the donor level with half-width �i=0:8meV has
been included, which gives �I–V responses of very
similar form to those observed experimentally [8].
Calculations show that both peaks 1 and 2 correspond
to phonon-assisted tunnelling as a result of phonon ab-
sorption and emission. There is also a minimum at res-
onance in agreement with expectation, resulting from a
shift in oscillator strength to the two phonon satellites.
However, for the parameters used, the change in the
equilibrium current at peak 1 is about 0.016% of the
total current at the donor peak in I–V , which is about
200 times smaller than that observed experimentally
although this discrepancy decreases to 20 at higher
temperatures (Teq1 = 3:9K, Teq2 = 10K). The ampli-
tudes of the signals are sensitive to the parameters used
(D; L;R ; �i; : : :), but, for reasonable choices, the val-
ues obtained always remain appreciably smaller than
those observed.
We have also calculated the change in the current

resulting from a heating of the electrons in the emitter.
The calculations show that heating the electrons by the
same amount as the phonons gives a much larger sig-
nal than only heating phonons. Our model shows that
heating of electrons from Teq1 = 1:6K to Teq2 = 4:2K
changes the current by 3.6%, which is close to the
changes observed in Fig. 1. This suggests that elec-
tron heating may play an important role in the above
experiments. However, heating of electrons in the 2D
emitter cannot account for the observed form of the
�I–V signal. Its e�ect is the redistribution of elec-
trons near the Fermi level, which gives rise to a posi-
tive (negative) peak below (above) the level position
and no change at resonance. But the observations in
Fig. 1 show a minimum at resonance and two positive
peaks at both its sides.
In order to get quantitative agreement between the

experimentally observed and calculated signals we
need therefore to consider mechanisms which increase
the coupling of the electron states to phonons and
at the same time reduce the electron heating e�ects.
One mechanism may be the formation of localised
states when electrons in the low density emitter be-
come weakly bound by the ionised donors in the well.
The wave function of such a localised emitter state
will be strongly asymmetric, which may increase the
electron–phonon coupling strength and the energy gap
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bewtween the localised level and continuum q in the
2D emitter (a few meV [10]) would reduce the e�ect
of heating. On the other hand, such states in the emit-
ter could allow more complex electron distribution in
the emitter alone, where heating might play a domi-
nant role.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a theoretical
model to describe resonant tunnelling through a donor
level in a quantum well assisted by non-equilibrium
phonons. The numerical results are compared with
recent experiments. While the model explains qualita-
tively the main experimental features if electron heat-
ing in the emitter is neglected, the phonon-induced
signals are smaller than those observed experimen-
tally. The absence of heating in the experiments may
be explained if tunnelling is predominantly through
a bound state in the emitter due to the donor in the
well. This could also result in the increased electron–
phonon coupling required to explain the stronger ex-
perimental response. We cannot however rule out the
possibility that heating might be an important e�ect

if more complex electron dynamics are considered in
the emitter.
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